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1. Introduction

Hybrid organic–inorganic halide perovskites were intensely
investigated during the last decade not only because of their
potential as light-absorber materials in thin-film photovoltaics
but also because of optoelectronic and semiconducting proper-
ties that make them interesting for other applications.[1–4]

Power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) in perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) surpassing 25%[5] impressively documented in a rich
set of publications on this class of materials[6] prove the potential.
Aside from problems in long-term stability,[7] the presence of
toxic lead halides in all high-efficiency PSCs is regarded as a

major obstacle that prevents these materi-
als from entering the market.[8,9] A strategy
often pursued to overcome this issue con-
sists of the replacement of Pb by Sn, result-
ing in a material with similar structure and
quite promising optoelectronic properties
that should cause less problems to the
environment at, however, the price of
further reduced (ambient) stability and con-
siderably lower efficiency in PSCs.[10,11]

Nevertheless, formamidinium tin iodide
(FASnI3) currently delivers the highest
PCEs (>10%) among Pb-free perovskite-
based solar cells using a p–i–n geometry
with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate or NiOx as hole trans-
port material (HTM) and C60 or the indene-
C60 bisadduct as electron transport material
(ETM).[12–16] The (regular) n–i–p geometry,
which had turned out more efficient for

lead-based devices, currently falls back in terms of efficiency
when tin-based absorber layers are used not only because of infe-
rior film quality for FASnI3 deposited on TiO2 but also because of
poor energy-level-alignment with solution-processed HTMs,
which have been tested so far.[17]

In this work, contact formation of FASnI3 to alternative
organic HTMs was studied. To avoid potential problems arising
from solution processing, the HTMs were vapor-deposited onto
FASnI3. Further, vapor deposition allows preparation of high-
purity films, and additional organic solvents are not
needed.[18–20] Further, metallic back contacts are typically depos-
ited via physical vapor deposition (PVD), which enables deposi-
tion of the final two layers without breaking the vacuum, leading
to a minimum of environmental stress during cell preparation.
As promising HTM candidates, 4,4’,4’’-tris[phenyl(m-tolyl)
amino]triphenylamine (m-MTDATA), copper phthalocyanine
(CuPc), and pentacene were studied (Figure 1). These materials
were chosen because they already have been established as
contact for MAPbI3 (CuPc[20,21]), are archetypal for the class of
vapor-deposited organic semiconductors (pentacene[22]), or
promise a good match with the valence band (VB) of FASnI3
(m-MTDATA,[23,24] which is fairly well established in the context
of organic light-emitting diodes). All three materials can be doped
by co-evaporation of an acceptor molecule (e.g., tetrafluoro-
tetracyano-quinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) for m-MTDATA[25,26]

and CuPc[27] or 2,2’-(perdiylidene)dimalononitrile (F6-TCNNQ)
for pentacene[28]), which leads to an increase in conductivity
allowing their application as HTMs in technical thin-film devices.
Further, these three offer strongly differing structure in thin
films: whilem-MTDATA forms an organic glass in an amorphous
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Tin-based perovskites provide environmentally less problematic alternatives to
established lead halide-based absorbers used in today’s most efficient perovskite
solar cells. However, tin-based cells still suffer from reduced power conversion
efficiency and stability when compared to lead-based analogues. To facilitate the
adoption of the very successful n–i–p cell geometry, efficient contact to hole
transport materials (HTMs) is needed that can be deposited on top of the tin-
based perovskite layer, ideally by physical vapor deposition to protect the
underlying perovskite. As possible candidates for such HTMs, the growth and the
interface formation of 4,4’,4’’-tris[phenyl(m-tolyl)amino]triphenylamine
(m-MTDATA), pentacene, and copper phthalocyanine with formamidinium tin
iodide by Kelvin probe force microscopy are systematically studied. For the contact
to m-MTDATA, the formation of a Mott–Schottky junction is revealed, whereas an
interfacial dipole is formed for the latter two. Doping densities within the organic
semiconductor are determined and indicate ion migration from the perovskite.
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structure,[29] CuPc builds polycrystalline layers[30,31] and penta-
cene preferentially grows in large islands of high crystal qual-
ity.[32] We focus on the alignment of energy levels at the
interface as a central property to allow a low contact resistance,
low rate of interfacial recombination, and hence optimum harvest
of the built-in voltage by charge extraction at the interface.[33]

Previous studies on FASnI3-based PSCs showed the relevance
of the energy level alignment of the absorber with ETM and
HTM and proved that careful optimization can improve the solar
cell properties.[34–36] Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) is
used to measure the contact potential difference (CPD) between
the probe and the sample surface at high local resolution, which
allows to calculate the work function (Φ) of the surface upon step-
wise deposition of HTMs via PVD on top of FASnI3 to monitor
contact formation upon increasing HTM thickness. KPFM was
previously applied to lead- and tin-based perovskites and PSCs
to understand, e.g., the potential drop throughout a PSC or the
formation of local charges and mobility of ions within the perov-
skite layer.[18,37,38]

2. Results

Morphology and the work function Φ of each FASnI3 layer were
investigated by KPFM to provide widely identical starting condi-
tions for subsequent HTM deposition and characterization.
Independent of the substrate (TiO2, ITO), the morphology of
the FASnI3 films was widely constant with a similar distribution
of apparent grain size (diameter of about 200–800 nm) and root
mean square roughness values (36� 9 nm) as also confirmed by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). Φ¼ 4.39� 0.037 eV was obtained for the pristine
perovskite layers which are closer to the conduction band mini-
mum (3.9–4.1 eV, measured by inverse photoelectron spectros-
copy[36,39]) than to the valence band maximum (5.3 eV,
obtained by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)[36]).
Slight n-type doping of the perovskite films is thereby indicated.
P-type doping of FASnI3, which has often been reported, is usu-
ally explained by undesired and often detrimental oxidation of
Sn(II) to Sn(IV) or by the presence of Sn(IV) in the starting mate-
rials. This is not observed in the present case, speaking in favor of
successful suppression of such chemical degradation. N-type
conduction, as in the present case, was reported earlier if the pro-
cess of oxidative self-doping was actively suppressed.[40] Further,
an almost constant value of Φ (�0.037 eV only) for 16 samples
speaks in favor of a highly reproducible preparation process for
the perovskite layers and well-suited starting conditions for the
investigation of the contact formation. For measurements related
to CuPc, however, we found an influence of the morphology on
the measured work function (cross talk) leading to artifacts of a
reduced Φ at FASnI3 grain boundaries, as discussed later.

To study film growth and the change of Φ induced by the con-
tact material, different HTMs were stepwise deposited on top of
the perovskite and were intermittently studied by AFM and
KPFM. The morphology of the thin films with increasing thick-
ness of the organic HTMs on FASnI3 is presented in Figure 2
and varies substantially among the investigated HTMs. At an
average thickness d of 2 nm, m-MTDATA (top row) grows in
spherical islands of about 8–10 nm in height and diameter that
cover an area of approximately one quarter of the FASnI3 surface
only. An immediate shift of Φ (Figure 3), however, indicates the
presence of a monolayer of m-MTDATA in addition to the
islands observed in the morphology. For an average thickness
above 30 nm, the islands form a continuous film, however, still
with visible grain boundaries. For even larger average thickness,
the grain boundaries became less defined and the surface rough-
ness was reduced. Similar film growth of m-MTDATA was
reported on bare ITO substrates.[41] The growth of CuPc
(Figure 2, center) starts in a similar growth mode (d¼ 3 nm)
with, however, a strongly increased concentration of homo-
geneously distributed crystallization seeds and, therefore, forms
smaller islands. Consequently, the layer of CuPc already covers
the underlying perovskite at a lower d of around 15 nm. The
morphology of the CuPc film remains largely unchanged even
for higher average thickness, which is independently confirmed
by SEM analysis (Figure S2, Supporting Information). This
growth of CuPc is widely comparable to other reports on
vapor-deposited thin films of CuPc deposited at room tempera-
ture.[30,42,43] Pentacene (Figure 2, bottom row) differs in its
growth mode, as it shows large flat islands already for the small-
est d. Due to the small height difference, these islands (�3 nm)
are barely detected in the morphology images, but give a clear
contrast in the frequency shift (Figure S3, Supporting
Information). Based on the height of these islands of around
3 nm, we can assume the formation of the well-known thin-film
phase with an in-plane spacing of around 1.5 nm.[44,45] Such
growth mode can be explained by either high mobility of penta-
cene on the perovskite surface or the establishment of a penta-
cene monolayer followed by diffusion of pentacene on this

Figure 1. Organic molecules investigated as possible HTM.
a) m-MTDATA, b) CuPc, and c) pentacene.
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monolayer with low activation energy. Either way, a closed layer
of pentacene is reached already for a rather small d of 15 nm.
From the morphological point of view, all three investigated
materials are well suited as HTMs, as they form closed layers
at reasonable d� 30 nm, sufficiently thin to allow fast hole
transport through the layer toward the back electrode, given suf-
ficiently high hole mobility[46,47] in combination with appropriate
doping to increase the charge carrier concentration.[25,27,28]

When m-MTDATA is used, one should consider the deposition
of at least 50 nm to safely avoid shunt formation and thereby
increased interfacial recombination.

The contact potential difference of the deposited films was mea-
sured simultaneously to the morphology. Thereby, the local distri-
bution ofΦwas obtained as shown in Figure 3a for 4, 12.5, 45, and
90 nmm-MTDATA on FASnI3. Areas of a reducedΦ for d¼ 4 and
12.5 nm can be clearly correlated to islands of m-MTDATA grains

Figure 2. Sample morphology for different average film thickness d of the organic layer m-MTDATA (top row), CuPc (center), and pentacene (bottom
row) on top of FASnI3.

Figure 3. a) Work function of 4, 12.5, 45, and 90 nm of m-MTDATA deposited on FASnI3. b) Distribution of work function Φ depending on average
thickness d of m-MTDATA deposited onto FASnI3 and corresponding Gaussian fits with one (0, 65, and 90 nm) or two (2, 4, 7.5, 12.5, 20, 30, and 45 nm)
contributions.
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(Figure S4, Supporting Information) surrounded by regions of
higher Φ dominated by either pristine FASnI3 or a thin layer
of m-MTDATA on FASnI3. The contributions of the low and high
work function signals are quite similar for d¼ 4 and 12.5 nm aver-
age thickness, indicating that about half the area of FASnI3 is cov-
ered by MTDATA in this thickness regime. For d¼ 45 nm, areas
of higher Φ are barely seen and disappear for d¼ 90 nm, well in
line with a morphology of a thick uniform shell of m-MTDATA on
FASnI3. Complete coverage of FASnI3 with m-MTDATA is
proven, as we detect only one uniform work function assigned
to this shell of m-MTDATA. By analyzing the shape and position
of the distribution of Φ (Figure 3b), we find a systematic decrease
of the average of Φ with increasing d of m-MTDATA, which sat-
urates at d� 90 nm. The shape of the distribution changes from a
single Gaussian (bare FASnI3) to a convolution of two Gaussians
(4–45 nm, islands of m-MTDATA surrounded by regions of
higher Φ) and back to a single Gaussian for a closed shell of
m-MTDATA (65–115 nm).Φ1 andΦ2 resulting fromGaussian fits
for m-MTDATA are summarized in Figure S5, Supporting
Information. When assuming a Volmer–Weber-type growth with
separated islands surrounded by bare FASnI3, we would expect the
high work function part (Φ2) to always match the perovskite work
function. As Φ2 is slightly decreased compared to the perovskite
work function, but stays constant from 4 to 12.5 nm, we infer that
a uniform thin layer ofm-MTDATA (Φ2) is covering the perovskite
surface before the growth of islands dominates (Stranski–
Krastanov growth). The work function of these islands (Φ1)
decreases with increasing d, while Φ2 of the thin layer remains
almost constant until d� 15 nm (Figure S5, Supporting
Information). Preferential growth of the islands at a widely con-
stant thickness of the thin layer is thereby indicated, which is con-
firmed by the morphology (Figure S4, Supporting Information).
For intermediate d of m-MTDATA (20–45 nm), the intensity ratio
Φ1:Φ2 is decreasing, confirming that the islands of m-MTDATA
are covering increasing parts of the surface. Further, Φ2 is
also decreasing, which indicates that the layer between islands
is also growing in thickness to finally form a uniform closed shell
(65–115 nm).

The corresponding analysis ofΦ intermittent to the deposition
of CuPc (Figure S6, Supporting Information) shows that the dis-
tribution for most average film thicknesses (including the mea-
surement of bare perovskite without CuPc) consists of two
Gaussian contributions with increased full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM), which we assign to cross talk artifacts induced
by the surface morphology, as can be seen by reduced work func-
tion at grain boundaries of the perovskite and increased work
function in the center of the grains resulting from tip inhomo-
geneities presumably originating from the sticking of CuPc
at the AFM tip during earlier scans (Figure S7, Supporting
Information) as this effect was observed for CuPc only. The dis-
tribution of Φ gets broader and shifts toward lower Φ with
increasing d. Consequences of contact formation between the
n-type perovskite and the p-type CuPc were clearly observed
(Figure 4) and were similar to those established for m-
MTDATA. In the detailed analysis of Φ as a function of film
thickness for pentacene (Figure S8, Supporting Information),
it was confirmed that closed layers were already reached at least
for d� 15 nm, corresponding to a good fit by only one Gaussian
in the distribution. For an average thickness below this limit, we

find additional contributions which can be related to the work
function of the uncovered perovskite (1 nm, 3 nm), but also to
a variation in height of the pentacene islands, significant for thin
films (d¼ 5 and 10 nm). A decreasing work function for increas-
ing film thickness as a consequence of contact formation was
observed for pentacene as well (Figure 4 and Figure S8,
Supporting Information).

With increasing d,Φ was found to decrease for all three HTMs
(Figure 4). This was expected as the bulk value of Φ of all three
materials is lower than that of FASnI3. The slope of decrease and
the value at which the decrease was completed, however, dif-
fered. Whenm-MTDATA was deposited, a monotonous decrease
was observed for d< 100 nm, where Φ finally saturated at
ΦMTDATA¼ 4.17 eV. For CuPc, Φ saturated at d� 60 nm and
ΦCuPc¼ 4.3 eV. Pentacene led to a stronger and steeper decrease
and saturated at d� 30 nm and Φpentacene¼ 4.26 eV. Dependent
on the growth mode established for each HTM on FASnI3, the
average film thickness needed for a saturation of the work
function differed significantly among the three materials
dm–MTDATA> dCuPc> dpentacene. The saturated values of Φ can
be interpreted as work function characteristic for the bulk of
the HTMs. The presently observed values, however, differ from
reported work functions obtained by UPS in all three cases
(pentacene: 3.9–4.1[48,49] eV, CuPc: 3.7–3.8 eV,[50,51] and m-
MTDATA: 4.3 eV[52,53]). This difference can be explained either
by the different techniques used to obtain these values (photoelec-
tron spectroscopy versus KPFM) or by differences in equilibration
with the substrate. Different electronic coupling, charge transfer,
or even ion migration from the semiconducting perovskite into
the deposited organic layer, as it was reported for the interface
between FASnI3 with C60,

[36] could cause such a difference.
For the interface with an organic semiconductor, the forma-

tion of an interfacial dipole (Fermi level pinning) as a possible
consequence of such local interfacial charge transfer is not
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Figure 4. Average of the work function Φ as a function of average film
thickness d of the organic HTM m-MTDATA, CuPc, and pentacene.
The dashed lines represent fits using Equation (1). The energy differences
Δ caused by the interfacial dipoles that resulted for CuPc and pentacene
are marked by arrows at 0 nm.
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expected if the Fermi energy of the underlying substrate is well
above the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level of
the organic,[52] which is the case for all three investigated
HTMs on FASnI3. However, the decrease of Φ with increasing
d for pentacene and CuPc shows a clear step below d¼ 10 nm,
speaking in favor of dipole formation by the transfer of negative
charge (e� or I� from FASnI3 to pentacene and CuPc). On the
contrary, the decrease of Φ during deposition of m-MTDATA
proceeds in a monotonous way, with no indication of any inter-
facial dipole. When assuming constant charge density within a
space charge layer (Schottky approximation), one would expect a
parabolic dependence of the potential (and thus the work func-
tion Φ) within the space charge layer

ΦðdÞ ¼ ΦOSC � qNd

2εrε0
ðd � dSCLÞ2 (1)

with ΦOSC as the saturation value of the work function, Nd as
dopant density, εr as relative permittivity of the organic material
(m-MTDATA: 2.7,[54] CuPc: 3.6,[55] pentacene: 3.9[56]) and dSCL as
the width of the space charge layer.[57,58] Fit results of the experi-
mental data (Figure 4) are summarized in Table 1. For m-
MTDATA, the full dataset was well described by Equation (1),
whereas an interfacial dipole was detected for CuPc and penta-
cene as the data below d¼ 5 nm (CuPc) and d¼ 3 nm (penta-
cene) had to be excluded from the fit. The energy difference
Δ caused by this interfacial dipole is estimated by the difference
between Φ (0 nm) and the corresponding value of the fit func-
tion. Despite the fact that the formation of interfacial dipoles
by organic molecules is difficult to predict on a molecular level
and detailed experiments are typically needed for each individual

combination of materials,[59–62] one is tempted to correlate Δ
with a permanent dipole moment. This was discussed earlier
for self-assembled monolayers of small molecules on methylam-
monium lead iodide.[63] As opposed to CuPc and pentacene,
we calculated a permanent dipole moment for m-MTDATA
(Table S1, Supporting Information). One may speculate that
atomic rearrangement during interface formation and subse-
quent appropriate arrangement of the permanent dipole of
m-MTDATA compensates for possible interfacial dipoles,
whereas this would not be possible for CuPc or pentacene.

The values obtained for Nd in the space charge region corre-
spond to doping concentrations c (Table 1) of about one acceptor
for each 105–106 molecule. This is less than, e.g., that found in
intentionally doped pentacene, but significantly more than that
found in pristine pentacene films.[64] Such doping most likely
stems from halogen migration into the organic HTMs from
the interface with the perovskite. Halogen ions are known to
be highly mobile within the perovskite layer.[65,66] Also for
conjugated molecular organic thin films, a mobility of halogen
molecules and halide ions was reported (CuPc,[67] pentacene,[68]

m-MTDATA[69]).
The measured change of Φ is directly translated into shifts of

the HOMO and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) levels as shown in the energy-level diagram of
Figure 5. The comparison of the three HTMs shows a driving
force for hole injection from the VB of FASnI3 to the HOMO
of the HTM that is larger for pentacene or CuPc compared to
m-MTDATA. For all three investigated contacts, hole accumula-
tion can be assumed as a consequence of the band bending, sim-
ilar to the reported contact formation of CuPc with the lead-based
perovskite CH3NH3PbI3.

[50] The electron blocking characteris-
tics, however, are assured by a sufficiently high energy barrier
between the conduction band (CB) of FASnI3 and LUMO of
the organic semiconductor in all three cases. The energy differ-
ence caused by the interfacial dipole of FASnI3/CuPc is of a simi-
lar size as the overall band bending, while that of FASnI3/
pentacene is considerably smaller. In both cases, effective hole
transfer from the perovskite into the HTM is not blocked by
the dipole formation.

Table 1. Fit results obtained by fitting the data in Figure 4 according to
Equation (1).

Organic semiconductor ΦOSC [eV] dSCL [nm] Nd [1015 cm�3] c [ppm] Δ [meV]

m-MTDATA 4.17� 0.004 98� 3.5 7.6� 0.6 8.4� 0.7 0

CuPc 4.3� 0.002 70� 6.8 3.7� 1 2.2� 0.6 55

Pentacene 4.26� 0.001 22.7� 0.7 98� 7.7 34� 2.7 24

Figure 5. Contact formation constructed using thickness-dependent Φ (red numbers) of m-MTDATA, CuPc, and pentacene deposited on FASnI3 in
combination with literature values (black numbers).[31,42,43,46]
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3. Conclusions

The contacts of FASnI3 with m-MTDATA, CuPc, and pentacene
fulfill the fundamental prerequisite of an appropriate energy level
alignment to be used as vapor-deposited HTMs in tin-based
PSCs. Thin films with an average film thickness of about
30 nm only were shown to uniformly cover FASnI3 opening
options to avoid both shunt formation and high series resistance
in prospective cells. An interfacial dipole that, however, is not
expected to negatively affect the hole transfer from FASnI3
was formed for CuPc and pentacene, but not for m-MTDATA.
The observed band bending in the contacts was fitted based
on the Schottky approximation and indicated ion migration from
the underlying perovskite layer to all three of the investigated
HTMs. To implement the investigated materials in PSCs,
additional doping of the organic semiconductor layer,
e.g., by co-evaporation will be required to achieve sufficiently
high conductivity and thus allow facile hole transport as reported
for CuPc in lead-based PSCs.[70]

4. Experimental Section

Sample Preparation: Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO, Zhuhai Kaivo
Optoelectronic Technology Co., Ltd.) was cleaned by subsequent ultraso-
nication for 10min with an aqueous detergent (RBS solution, Roth),
n-propanol (Roth), and acetone (Roth). After 10min of UV-ozone clean-
ing, a thin layer of TiO2 was deposited onto the FTO substrates by spin-
coating a commercial solution (Ti-Nanoxide BL/SC, Solaronix) at
4000 rpm for 30 s followed by annealing in air at 500 �C for 60min result-
ing in a 65 nm thick layer of TiO2 as measured by SEM cross section. After
an additional UV-ozone treatment, the samples were transferred into a
glovebox filled with nitrogen (<1 ppm H2O, <1 ppm O2). A 1 M solution
of SnI2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999 %), CH(NH2)2I (FAI, Greatcell Solar), and
0.1 M SnF2 (Alfa Aesar, 99%) dissolved in a mixture of dimethylformamide
(Acros) and dimethylsulfoxide (Acros) (v:v, 4:1) was used as a precursor
for perovskite deposition. The thin layer of FASnI3 was prepared by spin-
coating at 4000 rpm for 60 s while applying chlorobenzene (Acros) as anti-
solvent 12 s before the end of the rotation. After spin-coating, the samples
were heated at 65 �C for 30 s and at 100 �C for 30min. The thin film of
FASnI3 consists of large grains in the range of hundreds of nanometers
with an overall thickness of around 265 nm, as measured by SEM cross
section. To minimize sample degradation, the average storage time of the
FASnI3 films was minimized and kept below 24 h in every case. To avoid
degradation of the perovskite layer, the samples were transferred without
any contact to an ambient environment into a vacuum chamber containing
an atomic force microscope (AFM; Vacuscope 1000 AIST-NT) as well as a
physical vapor deposition system. Organic hole transport layers
m-MTDATA (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%), pentacene (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%),
and CuPc (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%) were vapor-deposited from resistively
heated boron nitride crucibles while controlling the deposition rate with a
calibrated quartz microbalance. The integrated signal served to determine
the average film thickness d. The deposition rates were kept between 0.3
and 0.5 nmmin�1 in every case. Film morphology appeared not to be
affected by variation of the deposition rate within this range.

Measurements: Before and intermittent to deposition, the morphology
was measured in noncontact mode AFM and the contact potential differ-
ence between the conductive tip and the sample surface was analyzed by
KPFM. The work function Φ was calculated by referencing to Φ of a freshly
cleaved highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG, ZYA quality,
MikroMasch) before and after each measurement ensuring a constant
Φ of the tip during a measurement. Φ of HOPG had been established
by various techniques as 4.6 eV.[71,72] Frequency-modulated Kelvin probe
force microscopy (FM-KPFM) was performed in a two-pass technique to
obtain the morphology in a first scan and the contact potential difference

in a second scan, lifted above the film surface to minimize morphological
cross talk. The contact potential between the gold-coated tip (OPUS
160AC-GG, radius <30 nm) and a given surface was obtained by applying
an AC voltage (2 V at 1 kHz) to modulate the mechanical vibration of the
cantilever at its first resonance frequency. The local resolution of the CPD
can be assumed equal to the tip apex, which was reported to be around
50 nm[73] and this was confirmed in the present setup.[18] The occurrence of
different values ofΦ in each measured image was determined by Gwyddion
2.55 and plotted as a histogram which was fitted using Gaussian functions.
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